
Dear All,

We're delighted to present the new TAHE 2024 collection! 

During this period of dynamic versatility, the TAHE brand draws stability from its 
rich BIC Sport legacy, presenting our new 2024 collection focused on reliability 
and quality. Each product family benefits from new or updated features. 

The B2B market is the key focus for our new product lineup, which includes 
E-BREEZE Electric SUP, METEOR 8'4, the BEACH 260D Windsurf Daggerboard, 
12' Rigid CROSS-YAK, and rental-focused kayaks. In alignment with our core 
values of accessibility, durability, sharing, and being proudly Made in France, 
these products further expand our public offering.
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SUP 2024
After a successful launch in 2023 and listening to feedback from the market, 
our unique 11'6'' E-BREEZE PERFORMER will now come as a complete package 
including FP paddle & coil leash. The concept remains similar with a nice 
integration of both engine & battery into the board that provides an extra 
e-propulsion of 180W for 1-3 hours depending on the speed setting. 
Seeking smoother, more extended rides? Struggling against headwinds? 
Fear not, our remotely controlled E-power is here to offer you the finest assistance.

11'6 E-BREEZE PERFORMER

BEACH 260D

Front wing 1200cm2

7'10 METEOR 8'4 METEOR

SURF 2024
The METEOR range is still expanding. The 7'10 / 75L will be launched in 
September 2023 and we’re introducing an even larger size in 2024:  
The METEOR 8’4 / 90L is very suitable for schools and heavier/taller riders. 
METEOR boards are targeting beginners with a shape that facilitates take-off, 
as well as riders looking for a fun board, who will appreciate its versatility and 
smooth glide.

WINDSURF 2024
Introducing the latest addition to our BEACH Range with Tough-Tec 
construction – the BEACH 260D, a new 3.35m windsurf board equipped with 
a daggerboard. Designed for windsurf schools, looking for a more traditional 
outline with parallel rails and/or a large volume for larger learners.  
The board design takes inspiration from the 11’0 CROSS Board, enhanced 
by the inclusion of a daggerboard. The board boasts exceptional stability, 
offering smooth gliding even in gentle winds, making it an ideal choice for 
both windsurfing learners and schools.

WING 2024
Following the successful launch of the ARIA Ace-Tec board in 2023, we are 
expanding the AQUILON foil range with an additional 1200 cm2 front wing.  
This gives users the option of upgrading their AQUILON foil as they progress 
in their skills. The AQUILON foil range is dedicated to handling easy flying and 
great maneuverability. It's worth mentioning that TAHE and SIC boast a similar 
part connection design, which offers the exciting opportunity to amplify 
performance by seamlessly integrating SIC Slash parts into the equipment.

7’0 x 21.7’’ | 65L
ME T E O R

7’10 x 24.3’’ | xxL
ME T E O R

6’4 x 22.1’’ | xxL
ME T E O R

7’0 x 21.7’’ | 65L
ME T E O R

7’10 x 24.3’’ | xxL
ME T E O R

8’4 x xx.x’’ | xxL
ME T E O R

6’4 x 22.1’’ | xxL
ME T E O R
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SUP-YAK 2024
The SUP-YAK family is now welcoming the Rigid CROSS-YAK 12’ in addition 
to both inflatable & 11’ Rigid CROSS-YAK. This versatile hybrid board serves 
as an excellent rental and club facility asset, accommodating two riders for 
stand-up paddling or kayaking. Crafted with are infamously resilient Tough-Tec 
material, this board comes equipped with two seats, footrests, paddles, and  
a board leash.

x2

x2

KAYAK 2024
TAHE is extending its kayak range with dedicated Rental kayaks based on the 
2 seats TRINIDAD & 3 seats KALAO. Both kayaks were designed to fulfill all 
the requirements for such usage, including features like easy carry handles, 
stack-ability, stable design, and ample dry box capacity. This brand new range 
of Rental kayak is made out of heavy-duty thick PE sheets that make them 
highly abrasion-proof. As a downside they are also heavier.

The SCAPA Fit, TRINIDAD and KALAO have been redesigned with a colorful 
deck to clearly identify each kayak's program: orange for recreational use,  
blue for a mixed use (recreational/touring) and green-anise for touring use.

12'0 BEACH CROSS-YAK

TRINIDAD KALAO SCAPA Fit

With the introduction of new products and upgrades across almost all our 
ranges, we are confident that our TAHE 2024 collection will ignite fresh 
excitement and momentum. 

Our dedication lies in enabling you to share our passion for watersports with  
a wide audience, regardless of the chosen activity.

TAHE Team
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